EUKCEM is the platform for quality organisations working with European
mobility! Join today!
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DON'T FORGET TO JOIN...

the first European Platform for
Quality organisations in mobility
do it before the 28th of February 2015
Getting work experience abroad is a significant factor in professional and
personal development. Especially in the context of a European labour market
that requires flexibility and intercultural knowledge, participation in mobility
projects offers a unique chance for young people.
In recent years the European Commission has supported mobility in many
ways, by introducing the free movement of workers and systems that allow
greater transparency in qualifications between countries (ECVET). Funding
possibilities like "Leonardo da Vinci Mobility" or, from 2014 onwards,
"Erasmus+" allow people in initial vocational training, in the labour market as
well as teachers and trainers to get further qualifications abroad. But
nevertheless there are still obstacles that hinder people in going abroad or
problems occur during the placement.
We therefore invite you to take part in a journey using our toolkit that will
facilitate and improve the mobility experience.
The entities involved in European mobility projects and the beneficiaries of
these projects can now count on a web platform that provide userfriendly,
comprehensive and practical stepbystep information on how to organise an

implement a quality mobility project and explain the procedures for
beneficiaries as well as organisers on the sending and hosting sides.
We kindly request your organisation to test this platform so that we can
improve it and make it useful and sustainable for users.
1. Please use and test our platform http://www.eumobility.eu/
3. Here you are in the European Knowledge Center for Mobility!
4. Explore the website, seek information about the EUKCEM project which
allowed the creation of this website, look for information about the
ERASMUS + project, search for sending organisations and host entities
in a destination country and search for the routes of success.
4. There are 3 routes for success, one for each of the key stakeholders
involved in the process of European mobility – sending organisations,
host organisations and beneficiaries. Each route is represented by a
metro line with metro stops. Each stop, which includes a number of
action points, is an important step in the mobility process.
5. Register your organisation and enter the Community of Quality
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Thank you for your cooperation!
This project has been funded with support from the
European Commission.
This newsletter reflects the views only of the author, and
the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained therein.
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